
Evolve® exceeds 
NFPA 1851 

requirements

FIRE  •  RESCUE  •  HAZMAT  •  MILITARY

POWERFUL 

NON-CAUSTIC

NON-TOXIC

Introducing the first, powerful, 
& safe, all-natural cleaning 
solution for fire gear.

BUNKER GEAR 
SHIELDS, HELMETS,
TRUCKS & EQUIPMENT

PROVEN  

100% GREEN
100% CLEAN

FORMULAS

  |  Changing how the world Cleans



EVOLVE YOUR CLEANING SOLUTIONS

Protect your gear. Protect your people. 
it is common knowledge that soiled gear poses 
health risk to firefighters. smoke and soot deposits 
become trapped in fibers, creating the opportunity 
for secondary exposure to cancer causing agents. 
soiled gear is less protective and unable to reflect 
radiant heat and more likely to conduct electricity.  

Until now, traditional cleaning chemicals have 
weakened fabrics and damaged protectorates, 
reducing the usable life of safety gear.

our powerful, all-natural, ph-safe formula 
preserves the durability and performance of 
bunker gear fabrics, wash after wash.

BUNKER GEAR 
SHIELDS, HELMETS,
TRUCKS & EQUIPMENT

Evolve meets and exceeds 

NFPA 1851 compliance 

requirements and is 

specifically intended for 

cleaning turnout gear. 

BUnker gear Cleaning solUtions



evolve all-surface is a safe and trusted 
formula for effectively cleaning all parts 
of your helmet, including visors.  

evolve cleans to a crystal clear shine leaving 
no residue or fumes. even removes odors!

Helmet & Shield cleaners that works!

See, feel, and smell the difference.
Isn’t it time for your clean bunker 
gear to look, feel and smell clean? 

other products simply don’t do the job. evolve is 
engineered at the molecular level to be 10x smaller 
than traditional chemicals. this allows it to fully 
penetrate fabrics and breakdown contaminates. 

the results are obvious. safety colors are 
noticeably brighter and odors are practically 
eliminated. the gear feels better, because evolve 
rinses clean, leaving no residue or irritants. 

evolve Bunker gear laundry can also be 
used in your top loading washers for station 
uniforms and personals, ensuring a non-toxic 
laundry throughout your station house.

 

BUNKER
GEAR

LAUNDRY
100 % NATURAL
BUNKER GEAR SAFE 
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Evolve All-Surface 
saFelY Cleans helMets and shields!  
noticeably improved results over other general purpose 
cleaners. Quickly cleans & deodorizes hard surfaces, 
penetrating soil, grease, and heavy organic material in 
seconds.

Evolve Window & Glass 
signiFiCantlY oUtperForMs other prodUCts! 
the all-natural, ammonia-free formula cleans by quickly 
dissolving difficult soil, such as smoke and grease, 
commonly left behind by other glass cleaners.

Evolve Industrial 203* 
aMazing resUlts on trUCks and eQUipMent!  
evolve’s fume-free formula is a grease and grime killer, 
leaving surfaces and paint untouched, with no residue. 
Cleans without caustic chemicals or abrasive additives.  
*not For Use on BUnker gear

Evolve Hard Water & Scale Remover* 
easY to Use - powerFUl resUlts 
100% safe, efficient and cost-effective solution 
for the removal of scale buildup. ideal for use on 
machines, equipment and heavy duty vehicles in 
a wash area. simply spray, wait and rinse. 

STATIONS, TRUCKS & EQUIPMENT
Ready for cleaner trucks with less work?

Nothing cleans diamond plate like Evolve 
Industrial 203 and Hard Water & Scale 
Remover.  Grease, soot and scale are 
gone within seconds.

Isn’t it time for a 
chemical-free operation?

try our full line of evolve all-natural,  

non-hazardous, non-toxic, non-caustic  

cleaners throughout your facility.

test the evolve line against your current 

products and see the results for yourself. 

evolve cleans better, with less products, 

for less money - and your crew will no 

longer experience chemical sensitivities 

and allergies from chemical cleaners in the 

workplace.

EVOLVE YOUR ENTIRE OPERATION

* Evolve Hard Water & Scale Remover may be safely used on all surfaces except for natural polished stone, granite, concrete, coral or those containing calcium carbonite.
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Evolve® Bunker Gear Laundry
For turnout, bunker and PPE gear 
evolve’s non-caustic, highly effective laundry solution for Bunker 

gear and ppe not only protects the durability and performance of 

turnout gear fabrics and trim, but eliminates odors completely. our 

ph-safe formula is designed to produce powerful cleaning results 

in lower temperatures required by manufactures. Because evolve 

rinses completely and leaves no residuals, you can be assured 

that your crew will not suffer from skin irritations or allergies.

Color: slightly viscous, clear fluid.

Eyes:
this product may cause 
irritation to the eyes after 
direct contact with concentrate.

Skin:

exposure to skin normally does not 
cause irritation or redness. no 
toxicity associated with the 
product being absorbed through skin.

Ingestion:

no toxicity associated with 
ingestion. ingesting large volumes 
may cause minor gastrointestinal 
distress due to emulsification 
of grease and oil in the digestive 
tract. drink water to assist in 
digestion if swallowed.

Bunker gear laundry 

TECHNICAL DETAILS

HAZARDOUS IDENTIFICATION   

Ready to Use Concentrated

Appearance: Clear to light amber
amber to 
dark amber

Physical State: water-like liquid Viscous Fluid

Boiling Point: >100°C >100ºC

Freezing Point: <0ºC <0ºC

Flash Point: >220°C >220ºC

Specific Gravity: 1.0 (water = 1) 1.100 (water=1)

Odor: none to Mild Mild

pH: 7.8 to 8.8 9.8 to 10.5

Solubility: 100% 100%

Molecular 
Weight:

Mixture Mixture

◗◗ proven, lab-tested technology 
◗◗ outperforms petrochemicals

◗◗ eliminates chemical sensitivities

◗◗ VoC free

Evolve to a chemical-free operation 
try our full line of evolve all natural, non-hazardous,  

non-toxic, non-caustic cleaners throughout your facility.

Ready for your facility
ready to tackle any workload, we can accommodate and 
complement your bunker gear laundry needs regardless of size. 
evolve Bunker gear laundry is available in 5, 15 and 55-gallon drums.

EvolvE® is a registered trademark  
Patent-Pending of Agaia, Inc.  Copyright 2012

 

AGAIA, INC. 
(800) 992-4242    sales
(800) 712-4242    service & support
(954) 366-7200   Us & international

3020 ne 32nd ave, suite 226
Fort lauderdale, Fl 33308
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